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the buratino can be deployed from trenches and earthworks, and will survive attacks from infantry fire and small arms. if deployed in a defended position, the buratino becomes a mobile artillery piece that can fire both fire and long-range barrages. in close assault, the buratino can lob thermobaric rockets at bunkers and fortified positions. after combat, the buratino
will explode, with no possibility to repair it. as such, the buratino is best used for isolated engagements or to destroy a few lightly guarded building. in contrast to the other medium artillery pieces, the buratino is not an accurate weapon, but it can destroy entire infantry units, or even bunkers, with its range and high explosive content. it can fire barrages, but this
option will be lost if the buratino is hit by small arms fire. it is a very effective weapon for destroying bunkers and buildings, and it can be used to lay down an effective barrage of grenades and thermobaric rockets. the buratino is a mobile artillery piece. it is deployed from trenches and earthworks, and will survive attacks from infantry fire and small arms. if
deployed in a defended position, the buratino becomes a mobile artillery piece that can fire both fire and long-range barrages. in close assault, the buratino can lob thermobaric rockets at bunkers and fortified positions. after combat, the buratino will explode, with no possibility to repair it. as such, the buratino is best used for isolated engagements or to destroy a
few lightly guarded building. in contrast to the other medium artillery pieces, the buratino is not an accurate weapon, but it can destroy entire infantry units, or even bunkers, with its range and high explosive content. it can fire barrages, but this option will be lost if the buratino is hit by small arms fire. it is a very effective weapon for destroying bunkers and
buildings, and it can be used to lay down an effective barrage of grenades and thermobaric rockets.
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the buratino can fire a total of 38 rockets at once. the buratino can fire 220mm rockets, with a range of about 5km and more than 3.5 tons of explosive energy. each rocket carries about 1.5kg of thermobaric propellant and it is armed with an anti-armor warhead that can cause up to 350mm of fragmentation from a blast radius of about 8m. the buratino can be fired
from a solid-fuel launcher or from a t-72 tank chassis. the buratino is a mobile flamethrower that can fire up to 38 rocket-propelled thermobaric munitions at once. the buratino fires 220mm rockets, with a range of about 5km and more than 3.5 tons of explosive energy. each rocket carries about 1.5kg of thermobaric propellant and it is armed with an anti-armor

warhead that can cause up to 350mm of fragmentation from a blast radius of about 8m. the buratino can be fired from a solid-fuel launcher or from a t-72 tank chassis. buratino, the siege vehicle of latin confederation, has its own features compared to the russian scud launcher. although its thermobaric rockets are less effective to structures than the scud missile,
buratino's default precise mode still has high precision, which can ensure that its firepower will not cause waste in siege tasks. worse still, buratino-like weapons have become a staple of third world conflict. mexico used buratinos against elnur during the mexican civil war. buratino-like weapons have been used by various countries in the congo civil war, and are

being used by the government of the congo republic against the fdlr rebels. buratino-like weapons have also been used against the united nations mission in the democratic republic of the congo. buratino-like weapons have been used by the sudan people's liberation army in south sudan during the first and second southern sudanese civil wars. buratino-like
weapons have been used by the ukrainian army in the donbass war against the donetsk people's republic and luhansk people's republic. buratino-like weapons have been used by the myanmar army against rohingya insurgents. buratino-like weapons have been used by the vietnamese army and the cosvn against the nva in the vietnam war. buratino-like weapons

have been used by the ethiopian army against the ogaden national liberation front. buratino-like weapons have been used by the yemen army against the houthis. and of course, buratino-like weapons have been used by the north korean army against the south korea army in the korean war. 5ec8ef588b
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